
What’s Your Style?



Timeless, formal lines and amenities deliver a classic style known as traditional. This style follows the architecture of 
the home and creates comfort from a formal setting. It is warm, elegant, and inviting. Traditional design also features 
fine details, elaborate mouldings, custom built corbels, hand fitted doors and drawers as well as hand glazed finishes. 

(L-R) 1. 1˝ thick Statesman Beaded Inset | Maple Fawn  2. 1˝ thick Vintage Ogee Inset | Maple Khaki  3. Vogue Flush Inset | Maple White Sand  4. Singleton Beaded Inset | Maple 
Pebble Brushmark Crackle  5. Tapestry Flush Inset | Maple Harvest Shadow  6. Vintage Flush Inset | Maple Slate White  7. Mirage Full Overlay | Five Piece MDF Cascasde White  
8. Madrid Full Overlay | Maple Mystic Blue  9. Kent Flush Inset | Walnut Cocoa 10. 1˝ thick Provence Flush Inset | Maple Waterloo

Traditional 



Transitional style is a marriage of traditional and contemporary styles, finishes, materials, and hardware. The cabinet 
lines are simple yet sophisticated, featuring either straight lines or soft rounded profiles. This clean, streamlined look 
feels like home in the middle of a busy lifestyle. It features flat panel doors, full overlay cabinets, and sleek hardware. 

(L-R) 1. Skyline Beaded Inset | Maple Slate White  2. Vogue Full Overlay | Maple Cottage  3. 1˝ thick Catalina Full Overlay | Maple White Sand   4. Mirage Full Overlay | 
Maple Linen   5. Millbrook Full Overlay | Walnut Natural 6. Vogue Full Overlay | Maple Mystic Green   7. Quaker Flush Inset | Rift Cut White Oak Natural      

Transitional



European design ideas and materials have a strong infl uence on American contemporary style. Clean, fl at paneled 
doors enhanced with integrated pulls, or a completely hardware free look are tenets of this style. Smooth panels 
mixed with textured or colored panels add interest and warmth. 

(L-R) 1. Contempo Full Overlay | Walnut Natural   2. Milano Full Overlay | Mystic Cove Horizontal Grain  3. Ridge Full Overlay | Maple Tamarind  4. Apollo Full Overlay | Walnut 
Heirloom  5. Radison Full Overlay | Mojave   6. Vesta Full Overlay | Maple Stone 7. Acela Full Overlay | Maple Khaki 8. Strata Full Overlay | Silver Sand 9.  Level Full Overlay | 
Wired Copper 10. Element Full Overlay | Natural Aluminum

Contemporary



How to Choose the Right Details For Your Design

Beaded Inset 
An old world, classic type of styling typically used with 
traditional or French country designs. This type of inset 
uses time tested mortise and tenon joinery with an integrated 
beaded frame around each opening. Both door and drawer 
heads are hand fi t and numbered to match the cabinet opening 
for which they were made, ensuring just the right fi t. Available 
with either a concealed hinge or exposed barrel hinge.

Flush Inset 
Flush inset is often used in shaker style designs or with an 
intent to create more of a lineal or transitional look. It also 

uses mortise and tenon joinery, but with a non-beaded 
frame that has a square edge. Both door and drawer heads 

are hand fi t and numbered to match the cabinet opening for 
which they were made, ensuring just the right fi t. Available 

with either a concealed hinge or exposed barrel hinge.

Full Overlay
Commonly used with contemporary and modern styled 
designs. This clean look is accomplished by using doors and 
drawer heads that almost completely overlay the cabinet face, 
creating a continuous and sleek feel. 

uses time tested mortise and tenon joinery with an integrated 

heads are hand fi t and numbered to match the cabinet opening 
for which they were made, ensuring just the right fi t. Available 



WANT MORE STYLES?
From classic to contemporary and everything in between, we

are going to create a room that is uniquely yours. We invite you 

to tour our website www.plainfancy.com. You will fi nd videos, 

completed projects, and a door section with styles to suit your 

unique design needs. Contact a dealer in your area to start the 

process of turning your remodeling dreams into reality. 

Classic Cabinetry for a Modern Life
Call (800) 447-9006 or visit our website today 

Follow us on all of your favorite social media

DEALER INFO

houzz

Pictures printed on paper or conveyed on the 
web do not always represent the exact colors 
and textures of wood stains and painted � nishes. 
Ask your dealer to see actual samples.
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